
 

natec TROUT, Standard, USB,
Membrane, QWERTY, Black

USB Type-A - 1.8 m - US - Low Profile - Membrane - 104 keys - Black

Group Input Devices

Manufacturer natec

Manufacturer item no. NKL-0967

EAN/UPC 5901969408027

Description
In a modern office as well as in a home study, equipment that combines
functionality and compact size works best. 

 Everyone likes to have a bit more free space on the desk while working.
Therefore, a Slim keyboard is a good solution. 

  
FOR HOME AND OFFICE 

 In a modern office as well as in a home study, equipment that combines
functionality and compact size works best. 

  
Everyone likes to have a bit more free space on the desk while working.
Therefore, a Slim keyboard is a good solution. 

  
SLIGHT, STRONG AND FUNCTIONAL 

 The Natec Trout keyboard is a smart combination of strength and
functionality enclosed in a slim body. 

  
The solutions such as covering the keys with a protective layer (PU coating)
makes them even more resistant to abrasion, while the keyboard
construction itself is resistant to spills in the case of unforeseen accidents in
the office or at home. 

  
The convenience of use is ensured by a slim and flat keyboard profile, feet
adjusting the height of the device and 12 multimedia keys to facilitate the use
of a number of functions while using the computer.

Main features
General

Keyboard form factor Standard

Keyboard style Straight

Device interface USB

Keyboard key switch Membrane

Keyboard layout QWERTY

Keyboard number of keys 104



 

Cable length 1.8 m

Recommended usage Office

Product colour Black

Extended details
Keyboard

Recommended usage Office

Device interface USB

Keyboard key switch Membrane

Keyboard layout QWERTY

Keyboard language US International

Pointing device N

Keyboard form factor Standard

Numeric keypad Y

Keyboard number of keys 104

Keyboard key profile Low-profile

Windows keys Y

Multimedia keys Y

Design

Backlight N

Keyboard style Straight

Wrist rest N

Product colour Black

Surface coloration Monotone

Material Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS)

Mouse

Mouse included N

Ergonomics

Cable length 1.8 m

Power

Power source type USB

System requirements

Windows operating systems
supported

Y

Weight & dimensions

Keyboard dimensions (WxDxH) 436 x 136 x 22 mm

Keyboard weight 349 g

Packaging data

Number of products included 1 pc(s)

 

 

 


